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This glossary contains instructional terms encountered in teaching and learning.  Please contact us 

if you would like to add or refine a definition. 

 

Search: Use the quick links below to browse or use Crtl + F on your keyboard to search for a 

specific word. 
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A 

 

Accessibility 

Accessible content allows students with varying abilities and disabilities to use the course materials to 

learn.  Content is clear, easy to understand, and simple to complete.  Students who need extra time to 

complete a quiz can request special accommodations.  Digital content includes multimedia with 

captions, images and learning objects with alternative tags, and websites and documents that can be 

read by screen readers.  Learn More 

 

Active learning 
From the UAMS COM Task Force on Active Learning: 
Generally defined as any instructional activity that engages students in the learning process by 
requiring them to do meaningful learning activities and to be accountable for thinking about 
what they are doing (Bonwell & Eison, 1991). Active learning may integrate activities such as 
discussions, think-pair-share, simulations, games, experiential learning, reflections, short 
written exercises, audience participation, collaborative projects, peer teaching, self-directed 
learning projects, and brief formative tests of learning interspersed into other activities. 
Extended activities that require students to only listen, read, or watch, are generally not 
considered active learning (McCoy, Pettit, Kellar, & Morgan, 2018).  
 

Andragogy 

Named by Malcom Knowles in the 1970s, this refers to any form of adult learning.  Andragogy 

makes the following assumptions about the design of learning:  

1. Adults need to be involved in the planning and evaluation of their instruction. 

2. Experience (including mistakes) provides the basis for learning activities. 
3. Adults are most interested in learning subjects that have immediate relevance to their job 

or personal life. 
4. Adult learning is problem-centered rather than content-oriented.  Learn more 

ARCS Model (Attention, Relevance, Confidence and Satisfaction) 

Keller’s ARCS Model of motivation  is a problem-solving approach to learning with a focus on 

engaging content.   

https://www.insidehighered.com/digital-learning/article/2019/02/20/guide-accessibility-practices-aims-help-institutions-develop
https://www.instructionaldesign.org/theories/andragogy/
https://www.learning-theories.com/kellers-arcs-model-of-motivational-design.html
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Articulate 

A suite of authoring and review tools to create interactive, multimedia lessons.  It also provides 

large libraries of templates and images.  Articulate Storyline is its most well-known application.  

Articulate has individual and team licenses. 

Asynchronous learning 

The ability for learners to access and consume online content at different times. The instructor 

and students are separated by time and place.  The content is largely self-paced, though 

deadlines for completion are common. 

Authoring tool  

A tool (either desktop or browser-based) that allows instructors to integrate an array of media 

formats to create elearning that is engaging and interactive.  UAMS faculty have free licenses to 

the SoftChalk authoring tool. Articulate Storyline is another authoring tool used at UAMS to 

create interactive modules. 

B 

Blended learning  

A combination of traditional, face-to-face learning methods with technology-based online 

learning methods. It’s also described as a blending of live instruction and self-paced instruction. 

Bloom’s Taxonomy 

Developed by Benjamin Bloom in 1956 (revised 2001), a framework for categorizing educational 

goals.   Understanding the taxonomy’s categories helps in developing valid learning objectives. 

Learn More 

C 

Case-based learning (CBL) 

In this instructional strategy, students develop skills in analytical thinking and reflective 

judgment by reading and discussing complex, real-life scenarios.  At UAMS, CBLs frequently 

feature patient or public health scenarios.  Learn More 

Chunk  

A small unit of a larger piece of learning content.  Breaking content into smaller chunks makes it 

easier for learners to assimilate new content and combat learner fatigue. 

Community-based learning 

From the University of Colorado:  Also called community-based education, “this instructional 

strategy integrates student learning in academic courses with community engagement. This work is 

based on reciprocal and mutually beneficial partnerships between instructors, students, and community 

groups. The goal is to address community-identified needs and ultimately create positive social change. 

Critical reflection is an essential component of community-based learning; it serves to enhance students' 

learning of course content, understanding of the community, and sense of civic agency.” 

https://cft.vanderbilt.edu/guides-sub-pages/blooms-taxonomy/
https://www.edglossary.org/community-based-learning/
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Competency 

A description of specific knowledge, skills, and abilities demonstrated by individuals.  

Critical thinking 

A learning strategy that focuses on students analyzing, evaluating, interpreting, or synthesizing 

information and applying creative thought to form an argument, solve a problem, or reach a 

conclusion. 

 

D 

Didactic teaching 
In this teacher-centered, content-oriented method, the teacher presents content and 
explanations to students.  The students mostly listen passively and memorize content.  The 
lecture method is one of the most commonly used forms of didactic teaching.  

E 

Elearning 

Electronic learning, online learning, computer-based learning 

Emotional learning  

A strategy that uses relevant, emotional content to engage learners and help them retain 

information.   

Engagement (student) 

The degree of attention, curiosity, and interest that students show when learning or being 

taught.  Improved student engagement is a common instructional goal. 

F 

Flipped classroom 

From Vanderbilt University:  Students gain first exposure to new material outside of class, 

usually via reading or lecture videos, and then use class time to do the harder work of 

assimilating that knowledge, perhaps through problem-solving, discussion, or debates.  

Formative Assessment 
A wide variety of methods that teachers use to conduct in-process evaluations of student 
comprehension, learning needs, and academic progress during a lesson, unit, or course.   Used 
to collect detailed information that can help improve instruction and student learning while it’s 
happening.  Learn More 

G  

Gamification  

In elearning, this gaming approach uses point scoring, trophies and badges, various ‘levels’ and 

leaderboards to increase engagement with and retention of educational content. 

https://www.edglossary.org/formative-assessment/
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GUS – The Gateway for UAMS Students (GUS) is the online portal on which incoming and 

current students register for classes, pay tuition and fees, access class schedules, and view 

grades and other important student information.  GUS also generates course rosters and 

integrates with the Blackboard LMS to create course shells and add enrolled students. 

 

H 

Hybrid learning 

See blended learning. 

I 

Instructional design 

The discipline and/or profession that draws on learning theory, best practices, evidence, and 

proven strategies that support the design of courses so instructors can teach and students learn 

more effectively. 

Interactivity (instructional) 

The communication, sharing, discussion, and feedback between instructor-student and student-

student that occurs during the presentation, processing, and practice of content.  Content 

delivery that includes interactive strategies, such as Q & A, group work, peer instruction, leads 

to great student engagement and learning. 

 

Interactivity (mechanical) 

A characteristic of online learning software that requires the user to engage with the content, 

through responding and receiving feedback, or manipulating items, such as selecting from 

menus, dragging objects across a screen, answering questions, and analyzing, then making 

decisions based on scenarios.   

 

J 

Just-in-time learning 

An instructional activity a learner accesses at the immediate time they need it, such as watching 

a video to learn how to complete a software task. 
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K 

 

Kirkpatrick Model 

A model commonly used for analyzing and evaluating the results of educational programs. It 

has four levels:  reaction, learning, behavior, and results.  

 

Knowledge construction 

A learning principle that focuses on helping learners become aware of how their ability to learn 

is influenced by their belief system, experience, and background.   
 

L 

LMS (Learning Management System) 

An online platform used to create, manage, deliver and track courses and student performance. 

Blackboard is an example of a robust LMS. 

Learning objects 

Individual files, items, or mini tutorials that provide (preferably) short, focused units of 

instruction or assessment. Traditionally, a learning object packaged the content presentation 

with an assessment component. Examples:  a video, tutorial with embedded questions, an 

online game, narrated lecture. 

Learning objectives  

Statements that define the knowledge or skills learners are expected to gain from an 

instructional unit.  Effective learning objectives are SMART (specific, measurable, achievable, 

realistic, and time-bound).  Effective course design includes developing valid learning 

objectives, determining how a student will demonstrate mastery of an objective (assessment), 

and then developing content with rehearsal and practice that will lead the student to achieve 

mastery. 

 

Learning styles 

From Vanderbilt University:  This term is widely used to describe how learners gather, sift 

through, interpret, organize, come to conclusions about, and “store” information for further 

use.  As spelled out in VARK (one of the most popular learning styles inventories), these styles 

are often categorized by sensory approaches:  visual, aural, verbal [reading/writing], and 

kinesthetic.   Learning styles are controversial especially given that it might suggest that 

instructors should accommodate these differences by providing information in different forms.  

Despite a plethora of research over the past decades, there is no evidence to support the idea 

that matching activities to one’s learning style improves learning.  Learn More 

 

 

http://vark-learn.com/
https://cft.vanderbilt.edu/guides-sub-pages/learning-styles-preferences/
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M 

Mobile learning (Mlearning)  

Instructional content that is accessed through a mobile device, like a smartphone or tablet. 

Mobile learning can occur anywhere at any time there is network access.  

MOOC (Massive, open, online course)   

An online course aimed at unlimited participation and open access via the web. It is generally 

used for more academic focused training and education. 

Multimedia 

Any combination of graphics, audio, text, or video.  

 

Multiple Intelligences 

Introduced by Howard Gardner, this theory defines eight types of intelligence: logical-

mathematical, musical, spatial, bodily/kinesthetic, linguistic, interpersonal, intrapersonal, and 

naturalist intelligence. Instead of viewing intelligence as a general ability, the multiple 

intelligences theory asserts that different learners can excel in different areas.  Learn More 

 

N 

Navigation   

The path or organization through which learners move through an online course, website or 

document. Good navigation is clear, consistent, and intuitive. 

O 

Objectives 

See learning objectives. 

 

Online learning   

Often used interchangeably with eLearning and web-based training.  Any form of learning 

conducted on a computer or mobile device, usually over the internet. 

Outcomes   

The knowledge or skills learners are expected to gain from engaging with course content. While 

objectives describe what an instructor intends learners to learn, outcomes record what learners 

actually learned. 

 

P 

 

Pedagogy 

The method and practice of teaching.  
 

https://www.edutopia.org/multiple-intelligences-research
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Problem-based learning (PBL) 

An approach in which learners are presented with a problem, develop a solution, and reflect or 

explain the process used to arrive at the solution. 

 

Q 

Question pool 

Also known as a question bank, a pool is a group of reusable questions from which an exam or 

survey can be created. 

 

R 

Respondus 

An online testing application in which teachers can build test questions or surveys that can then 

be published into a learning management system.  Respondus has related applications  - 

Respondus Monitor and Respondus LockDown Browser - that increase security to prevent 

cheating during online exams. 

S 

Scaffolding 

A variety of instructional techniques used to move students progressively toward stronger 

understanding and, ultimately, greater independence in the learning process. 

 

SCORM (Shareable Content Object Reference Model) 

A software protocol that defines how online learning content speaks to, and tracks results back 

to, an LMS. The acronym indicates that SCORM content is easy to reuse, share and repurpose 

across eLearning tools and platforms. 

 

SCORM package   

A zip file created for upload to a SCORM compliant LMS, such as Blackboard. The package is 

created in an authoring tool used to create course content. All the elements of the course (text, 

images, video, navigation settings, quizzes) are used to create the SCORM package. The 

package understands the SCORM protocol and can be reused and imported to any LMS that 

supports SCORM. 

 

Self-paced learning (SPL) 

A type of asynchronous instruction, self-paced learning allows learners to control the pace and 

timing of their progress through course materials. 
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Self-regulation  

A primary component of self-guided learning, self-regulation involves thinking and acting 

without relying on the opinions of others. It usually requires determination, focus, and self-

control, as the learner must overcome challenges and apply the knowledge they’ve gained in 

order to achieve their objectives. 

Simulation   

A highly interactive application that simulates a real-world situation in which learners model or 

role-play a scenario.  Learners are able to practice skills in a risk-free environment and receive 

feedback.  Simulations often use computer software, physical equipment such as mannequins, 

or actors who play patients.  

 

SME (Subject Matter Expert)  

An individual with specialist knowledge about a topic or subject area covered in a course. 

 

Social learning   

According to this theory, the process of learning is affected by the environment we learn in and 

interactions we have. Learning occurs by observing and imitating the behavior of others. Social 

learning relates to the use of technologies and strategies that facilitate this “modeling”.  An 

example of social learning facilitated by technology is the use of a discussion forum within an 

LMS. 

 

SoftChalk Cloud 

An online authoring tool that allows instructors to create packages of instructional content that 

students can access through a link or inside a learning management system such as Blackboard 

or O2.  Lesson can be scored and automatically entered into the Blackboard gradebook. UAMS 

provides licenses for all faculty. 

Standardized Patient (SP) 
An “actor” who plays the role of a patient in learning activities for students in health education 
settings. 

Storyline 

A part of the Articulate 360, Storyline is a robust authoring tool that allows the creation of 

interactive, multimedia lessons that can send scores to a learning management system such as 

Blackboard or O2. 

Streaming media 
Video and audio that is downloaded to a computer from the internet as a continuous stream of 
data and is played as it reaches the destination computer. 

https://www.learnupon.com/blog/social-learning-theory/
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Summative Assessment 
Methods of evaluating student learning, skill acquisition, and academic achievement at the 
conclusion of a defined instructional period—typically at the end of a project, unit, course, 
semester, program, or school year. Common assessment activities includes tests, assignments, 
or projects that are used to determine to what degree students have the learned the course 
material and mastered the learning objectives. 

Synchronous learning 

Learners participate in an online learning course or live web meeting at the same time but in 

different locations.  It allows learners to interact in real-time with the instructor and other 

participants.  

 

T 

Team Based Learning (TBL) 

An instructional strategy requiring both individual and team-based engagement and 

accountability. A TBL consists of pre-class assignments, in-class individual and team assessment, 

with discussion and feedback and team assignments.  Learn More 

U 

V 

Virtual classroom (webinar) 
An online learning environment that takes place over the Internet rather than in a physical 
classroom. The instructor and students view the same screen at the same time and interact 
with each other.  Features allow students to chat by entering text, answering questions/polls, 
raise their hands, share a whiteboard, and ask questions. 

W 

Webinar 
See Virtual classroom above.  Also known as web conferences or web meetings. 

X 

Y 

Z 

Zoom 
A web conferencing application, like Blackboard Collaborate, WebEx, Adobe Connect. 

  

https://medicine.wright.edu/medical-education/faculty-development/team-based-learning/introduction
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